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A LETTER FROM THE ASTERISK HERALD
Unto the heralds of Ansteorra, greetings.

Item the first.  This month’s Gazette is late because the ILoI was late.  There were
two reasons for this: massive mundanity in my life which is now corrected, and the fact
that 10 of the 20 numbered items required corrective action on my part.  I agreed to do
all of this, but I won’t do that much tweaking in the future.  Get it right or get it back.

Item the second.  Sixteen items from 13 submitters arrived by the October dead-
line, but were unusable.  They are listed below to document that the submissions ar-
rived.  Corrective action will be taken, but in some cases I haven’t had time to figure out
who will do what.  Expect more on this next month and more stringent procedures after
we get back from the Midwinter Break.

Kathri, Asterisk

PENNSIC SUBMISSIONS.  Check not received until October and Pennsic table
provided only one copy of forms.  Need copies, coloring, photocopies of documenta-
tion, and/or clarification.

Alistair of Avalon (Gates Edge) – device resubmission.  Beatriz the Blunt (Stargate)
– new device.  Charles de Bourbon (Bordermarch) – new device.  Gwineth of Llyn
Glaslyn (no branch listed) – name.  Valldemarr Hammerhand (Bryn Gwlad) – name and
new device.

ATYC SUBMISSIONS.  These are full service items that have suffered various
delays.

Alexandria Doyle (Bjornsborg) – device needs redraw, copies, coloring.  [Curstaidh
Magorlick] (Stargate) – I need the final decision on the name, although I’m told it was
made and sent to me, for this new name and new device.  Ginevra Rodney (Loch Soillier)
– device needs approval of artwork by submitter.

RESUBMISSION PROBLEMS.  Arbalest will handle these classic examples of
help needed on resubmissions.

Romanius Vesparanus (Sherman / Denison TBN) – resub name and device.  Dvora
Belosel’skaia (Wastelands) – resub device.

APPEAL.  Presented as resubmission.  Asterisk will reformat.
Johann Gunnbjornsson (Wastelands) – appeal on device.

INCOMPLETE SUBMISSIONS.  Bordure, Northkeep, and Asterisk will handle.
Bran o Coill Dorcha (Northkeep) – new name.  Doireann O’Brollacháin

(Northkeep) – new name.
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Heraldic Mythology (or The Good, the Bad and the Cool-but-not-Period):
Part the Second—Picking a Name

One of the first things a person new to the SCA starts thinking about is a name. Here’s a golden opportunity to fix one of
those things many of us think our folks did wrong and give ourselves a name we like.  But there’s a lot that goes into picking one
you’ll like for life, just as “Johnny” may be fine for a kid but not so great as an adult.  In SCA naming, you’ve got to take into
consideration not only personal taste in terms of how the name sounds, but also the persona you want, the historicity of the
name, and, if you want to register it, the SCA requirements.

Onomastics Oversimplified
Onomastics, the study of names and naming practices, is a big field, even after restricting it to medieval Europe.  Every-

thing I’m going to say is a generalization, liable to particular exceptions, like English grammar or American law.  Any particular
name must be evaluated in the light of the time and culture it is supposed to represent. For the most part I will restrict the
discussion under this subheading to historical practice, not SCA registration rules.  Generally, if you follow demonstrable period
practice, you won’t have a problem with registration—unless someone else already has the name.

Caveats complete, here goes.  First, for most of the SCA period, people were known by only one name.  Just as first names
now generally have no overt meaning, names then did not either; instead, people chose names of family members or friends or
just because they liked the sound of it. If someone moved to a new culture, or had children in a culture foreign to their natal
country, they would not retain the naming practices of home.  Instead, a name would be chosen from those used in the new
culture.  Think Ellis Island.

Despite the fact that most folks during the middle ages did not have bynames or surnames, you have to choose one for
purposes of the SCA.

The most common type of byname was a patronymic; i.e., a name indicating who your father was.  Even when it was not
a formal or fixed “last name,” this form could be used to distinguish folks or to indicate family relationships, a key part of
belonging in the world.  “I talked to John today.”  “Thomas’ son or Matthew’s son?” “John Thomas’ son.” The way the particular
patronymic is formed is culturally and time dependent.  Pick a masculine name for your father from the same culture and then
find out how the patronymic was formed.  There are culture-specific articles on the Internet, in the Known World Heraldic
Symposia, and in various reputable name books. You can also ask a herald (we like job security).

Other possibilities are locative bynames, occupational bynames and descriptive bynames.  In some cultures, one or more
of those were extremely rare.  Remember that these names are to distinguish you from other folks and would have ordinarily
been given to you by someone else—not yourself.  Therefore, saying my name is “Ælfwyn of Ansteorra” does no good when
I’m living in Ansteorra because it’s not a particularly notable trait.  However, if another Ælfwyn were to move here from, say,
Æthelmarc, she might be tagged as “Ælfwyn from Æthelmarc.”  Of course, the connectors there are not compatible with the Old
English names used, something that should be fixed.

These names are usually very concrete, not figurative.  Those of us who read a lot of fantasy medieval fiction may think
“Ælfwyn of Singing Moon” sounds okay, but there’s no evidence of anyone living on the moon during the Middle Ages nor has
anyone heard the moon belting out show tunes. Placenames tend to be the kind of name you’d use if you were living in the
country and giving directions: Take a left at Joe’s farm and go past the cemetery bar-ditch, then turn right at the red rockpile.

The same holds true for occupational names.  For example, if you sell fish, you wouldn’t be known as “Fishwizard,” a
fantasy-type name, but (if you are a woman) as a “Fishwife.”

As well as being distinguishing and concrete, descriptive bynames tend to focus on aspects we might consider unflatter-
ing: the lame, the one-eyed, the one-armed, the fat, the bald, etc.  Epithets like “the dark” or “the white” were more likely to refer
to the bearer’s coloring than his affiliation with the forces of evil or good.  Again, if you are from a culture where blondes are
common, someone would not be distinguished as “the white.”

Beware trying to construct these names from the dictionary. Daniel de Lincolia, Bordure Emeritus, says, “The big caveat
here is that not every word in period was used or could be used in a name!”  Even if you have one that gives the medieval form
of the words, grammar can require changes in the pronunciation and spelling.  Further, the dictionary definition may not convey
the connotations of a particular word adequately for translation.  If you are trying to construct a placename, occupational name
or descriptive name, you’ll want to consult with an expert. [3]
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Heraldic Mythology (or The Good, the Bad and the Cool-but-not-Period):
Part the Second—Picking a Name (Continued from page 2)

If you are part of a couple trying to choose names, you will probably need more than one byname. For most of the SCA
period and in most European cultures, women did not change their byname upon marriage, even once surnames became
fixed. Having a common surname in a common location probably meant you were siblings, not married. The English and the
Germans in late period are the most notable examples.

Ælfwyn aet Gyrwum
Callisto Pursuivant
Barony of Bjornsborg
Kingdom of Ansteorra

[3] There are lots of experts out there on names and naming practices.  Our own Predslava is recognized throughout the
SCA as a Russian names specialist, for example.  I’ll be glad to help you get in touch with an expert, or, if you’d like, you can
contact the Academy of St. Gabriel, a group which researches historical naming practices.  Contact the Academy through

http://www.itd.umich.edu/~ximenez/s.gabriel/

Accepting applications for Retiarius.

The job of Retiarius involves receiving commentary from groups and individuals and collating it into a single document.
This is then sent to Asterisk, Obelisk, and the Virtual Scribe (for the Ansteorran web page).  The job usually involves 3 to 10
hours a month (mostly at one sitting, varies with the size of the Gazette).  Because this is an administrative position a knowledge
of commenting is helpful, but not absolutely necessary.

Requirements include email access, word processing (preferably Word or Word Perfect), and an ability to work with a
deadline.

Applications will be taken until January 15, 2000.  I will collate the commentary due January 20th and my successor will
start with the commentary due February 20th.  Applications should be sent to Obelisk and Retiarius (no need to carbon Star as
we live in the same house).

Perronnelle, Retiarius

A LETTER FROM THE RETIARIUS PURSUIVANT

Greetings to the Ansteorran College of Heralds.

You will note from Asterisk’s Letter (page 1) that the ILoI and Gazette are running late this month.  Although the ILoI did
run late, I must add that two migraine headaches delayed the Gazette even further.  It was not all the ILoI.

Readers will also note from the letter above that Perronnelle is resigning as Retiarius.  Madame Perronnelle has held this
office for longer than I have been involved with the College of Heralds.  Her patience and dedication to this very necessary task
have been remarked upon by many, within and without Ansteorra.  I believe I speak for all of our readers when I say, “Thank
you.”

Several months ago, I posted a note asking for any interested parties in being a deputy for the Obelisk office.  I received no
questions or intersted applicants, until Kingdom A&S where two different people asked about the position.  Based upon those
conversations, it is my hope to have a deputy appointed in time to be announced in the January Gazette.  Any interested parties
should have some experience with desktop publishing and some knowledge of SCA Heraldry.  Publishing capability is the more
important characteristic for this position though heraldic knowledge helps.  Please call, write, or email me with questions.

Getting a deputy for this office now has greater urgency.  I am now announcing my resignation from the office of Obelisk
(Continued on page 4)

A LETTER FROM THE OBELISK HERALD
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Herald, effective with April’s Crown Tourney.  The April Gazette will be my last.  I have truly enjoyed serving the College
of Heralds in this role and the position has been more fun than I even hoped when I applied.  Applications can begin being
submitted immediately; a copy of a current membership card is required with the application.  All applications are due (in my
hands with a copy to Star Principal) no later than Friday, February 18, 2000.  My successor will be announced in the March
Gazette and will begin publishing with the May Gazette (AS XXXV).

On other notes, last month’s Gazette had a misprint.  I printed Laurel’s Letter of Acceptances and Returns and noted that
it included both ILoIs 0299 and 0399.  This was incorrect.  That printing only included 0299.  This month includes decisions
from ILoI 0399.  I apologize for any inconvenience this misprint may have caused for those watching for their submissions.

This Gazette again includes a roster.  Please remember that rosters are printed quarterly in the months following Crown
Tourneys and Coronations.  Any updates to the roster should be directed to myself and Star Principal.  (We try to keep each other
up-to-date but your help is always appreciated.)  Senior Heralds (including Star Signet and the regional heralds and scribes)
receive a roster which includes all address information known.  All others receive a copy which has all address info on branch
heralds removed unless permission has been given to include it.  The next roster will appear in February.

Please note that Star Principal has declared a vacation in the College of Heralds.  The Star Principal Herald has agreed to
give us Dec 15 - Jan 15 off.  No work.  What does this mean to the local herald or submitter?  Please keep reading:

We have the kingdom decision meeting Dec 18 in La March Sauvage, and then shut down for a month.  Merry Midwinter
Holidays and Happy New Year.  No December LoI, no comments due December 20 on the (late) ILOI1199, no January ILoI, no
January Gazette, no January decision meeting since Elfsea Baronial College got canceled or moved.

Star intends to use the January postage to send out an Ansteorran Appendix to the Administrative Handbook and some
other items everybody needs.  The commenters get extra time for ILOI1199.  [Asterisk notes:  Daniel can have twitching fits and
document yet another glitch in the Ansteorran schedule.  (We haven't given him one in years.)]

If the world ends 1/1/2000 we won't have spent our last days on submissions.  If some doofus in OstBuggyWhippia,
Silesia, melts down the Internet, we won't be trying to transfer files.  If we all get pulled into emergency Y2K remediation, so be
it and the following schedule gets changed.

Otherwise, Asterisk will send out AICC1099 in mid-January with the decisions that were made in December, and LoI0100
gets done from that.  All submissions that arrive Nov 15 - Jan 15 go into the ILoI0200.  Comments on ILoI1199 are due 1/20/
2000 for the decision meeting in February and we're back on track.  Please especially note that there is effectively no submission
deadline for December; everything Asterisk gets Nov 15 - Jan 15 goes into ILoI0200.

OBELISK’S LETTER (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)

STATUS OF ILoIs

ILoI0499: Discussed 6/19/99.  Results AG 07/99.
LoI 6/30/99.  Laurel meeting 10/16/99.

ILoI0599: Discussed 7/9/99.  Results AG 08/99.
LoI 7/30/99.  Laurel meeting 11/14/99.

ILoI0699: Discussed 8/7/99.  Results AG 09/99.
LoI 8/30/99.  Laurel meeting est. 12/4/99.

ILoI0799: Discussed 9/12/99.  Results AG 10/99.
LoI 9/30/99.  Laurel meeting to be scheduled.

ILoI0899:  Discussed 10/16/99.  Results this Gazette.
LoI 10/30/99.  Laurel meeting to be scheduled.

ILoI0999:  Discussion Scheduled 11/20/99 - Hunter’s Moon.

ILoI1099: Comments due to Retiarius 11/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 12/18/99 - La Marche Sauvage.

ILoI1199: This Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 1/20/2000.
Discussion to be Scheduled .

Notice on the roster that the office of Zodiacus Herald
has changed.  Former Forerynel Pursuivant, Rosalia O Brogan
has stepped up to Zodiacus and Forerynel is now open for ap-
plications.  This means that court reports need to be mailed to
the new Zodiacus and Star Signet (see “Who Sends What to
Whom” on back cover).  More on that next month.

And lastly, to close this really long letter, last month I
mentioned at the beginning of Master Daniel’s article on Rule
X.2 that a rules letter has been proposed to the College of Arms
which, among other changes, may change that rule.  Please
find in this Gazette the full text of the Rules Letter (pages 20-
24).  All heralds are asked to consider the changes proposed
and offer their comments to the College of Arms.  If approved,
these will be the first set of rules changes in several years.  Please
review the arguments carefully.

Etienne, Obelisk
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 1199
1) Adriana Margherita di Betto (Wastelands)

New name.  New device.
Per fess vert
and pean, in
chief a lion
dormant Or
armed gules.
[Asterisk: The
submitter now
sees that the top
half is a bit
cramped and
plans to do
better in the
future.]

Documentation provided:
Adrianafeminine given dated to 1189 in England by
Withycombe (3rd ed., p 5, under heading Adriana) and to
1547-48 by Bardsley (p 161 under heading Carn).
Margherita is the third most common name in
“Feminine Given Names for the Online Catasto of
Florence of 1427” by Arval Benicoeur.
di Betto patronymic meaning “child of Betto.”  Betto is
listed as a patronymic 18 times in the Online Catasto of
Florence of 1427.
Photocopies:  for M:
www.panix.com/~mittle/names/arval/catasto/ accessed
10/1/1999.  For dB: www.srv.net/~thor/toddf/names.txt
accessed 10/1/1999.
Changes:   Minor changes only.  Sound of first name is
most important.  Desired gender is female.

2) Aislynn Crystyn (Steppes)
Resubmitted badge.

(Fieldless) A
card-pique
inverted Or.

Submission
history:

(Fieldless) A card pique Or was returned in kingdom 8/99
for conflict with Jacob Maximilian of the Black Forest,
Quarterly gules and checky argent and sable, a card pique
Or; and Leia di Capraia, (Fieldless) A card pique Or with
one CD for fieldlessness in each case.

3) Amerinda da Praga (Bjornsborg)
New name.  New device.

Vert, on a pile
wavy throughout
argent, a crescent
vert.

Documentation provided:
Amerinda a feminine variant of “Almerino” per
De Felice “.. nomi..” p 57 under heading Almerino.
da Praga Locative meaning “of Prague.”  Italian
spelling for Prague supplied by “a herald on the
SCAHRLDS list” but electronic correspondence was lost
to computer glitch before being printed.  Branch herald
requests help of CoH to establish correct spelling.
Photocopies: None.
Changes:  Any, especially spelling of Praga.  Meaning
“Amerinda from Prague” and Italian language / culture
are both important.  Desired gender is female.

4) Barnabas Thorns (Torre de los Brazos)
New name.  New device.

Per bend sinister
sable and argent, a
hawk migrant to
sinister argent and
a peacock feather
bendwise sinister
proper.

Documentation provided:
Barnabas Withycombe (3rd ed.) p 42 under
heading Barnabas dates this form to 1201 in England.
Thorns P. H. Reaney A Dictionary of English Surnames,
3rd ed., p 444.  Thorn is dated to 1206, and de Thornes to
1275.  Submitter and his herald believe this spelling to be
a reasonable derivative.
Photocopies: Withycombe.
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Changes:  Any.  If Thorns is not a reasonable derivative,
submitter will accept Thornes or, if necessary, de
Thornes.  Sound as spelled (plural of thorn) and English
language / culture are both important.  Desired gender is
male.

5) Brian Aaron Cameron (Bryn Gwlad)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 5/99.

Per bend sinister
rayonny vert and
ermine.

Submission
history:

“Per bend sinister rayonny vert and ermine, in dexter
chief a sheaf of arrows inverted argent” was returned by
Laurel 5/99 for conflict with Rannulf of Arrow's Keep
Azure vetu, a sheaf of three arrows inverted argent. There
was a CD for the change of field, but nothing for position
since it is a forced moved because argent arrows cannot
overlie ermine.

6) Etienne de St. Amaranth (Northkeep)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 4/98.

Per bend
enhanced
purpure and
argent, a lit
candle argent
and a love-lies-
bleeding flower
gules, slipped
and leaved vert.
[Asterisk:  The
candle flame is
argent and the
candle lies on
the purpure
part of the
field.]

Submission history: “Purpure, on a bend sinister argent
between a unicorn salient contourny and a candle argent
enflamed proper, three amaranth flowers gules slipped
and leaved vert” was returned in kingdom 12/97 for
excessive complexity.

7) Falconridge, Stronghold of
New badge. Name registered 1/96.

Per chevron argent
and Or, a chevron
purpure.

8) Frances vom Grünwald (Torre de los Brazos)
New device. Name registered 9/92.

Azure, on a plate a
heart gules within
a bordure
embattled argent.

Submission
history:

Although this submission is identified as new by the
submitter and subject to the fee she sent due to length of
time since the return, Azure, on a plate a heart gules
within a bordure argent was returned in kingdom 3/95 for
conflict with Marged Tylluan Fach (SCA 10/90), Azure, a
plate charged with an owl azure all within a bordure
argent with 1 CD for the tertiary.

9) Giulietta di Giacomo (Torre de los Brazos)
New name.  New device.

Per bend sinister purpure and argent, a wing sinister
argent and a
griffin rampant
sable.
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Documentation provided:
Giulietta Withycombe (3rd ed.) p 184 under
Juliet states that “Shakespeare..took it [Juliet] from the
Italian Giulietta a diminutive of Giulia (see Julia).”  Ibid.
p 183 under Julia she states that Giulia has been common
in Italy since the 16t

h Century.  Arval Benicoeur writing
from the Academy of Saint Gabriel states that they do not
find Giulietta in their sources but it may well have been
used, since they find Guiliana and the masculine Giulio in
Florence in 1427, as well as Gianetta and Agnoletta.
di patronymic indicator for meaning “daughter of”
Giacomo masculine given, common Italian form
of Jacob.  The proper form to follow di, and recorded in
Ferrara in 1473-4 per Arval Benicourt, referencing Talan
Gwynek, “15th Century Italian Men’s Names”
(WWW.Academy of Saint Gabriel accessed 18 June
1998).
Photocopies: Withycombe, letter from Arval Benicourt
dated 4 Aug 1998 as cited, with references listed.
Changes:  Any.  Meaning “Giulietta, daughter of
Giacomo” and Italian language / culture are both
important.  Desired gender is female.

10) John of Severn (Bryn Gwlad)
New badge.  Name registered 12/91.

 (Fieldless) A
lion passant
guardant argent.

11) Lasairfhiona ní Dhoineannaigh (Torre de las
Brazos)

New badge.  Name registered 10/90.
 (Fieldless) On a
flame proper, a
goblet Or.
[Asterisk:  Local
herald requests
help getting the
flame into the
currently
acceptable form.
In this depiction,
the outer rim is
Or and large
inner chuncks are
gules, including

all the area around the cup.]

Submission history: This same badge was returned by
Laurel 9/92, before the Modest Proposal, for conflict with
the US 63rd Division.

12) Lavina del Bakhaus (Glaslyn)
New device.  Name registered 7/98.

Azure, a chevron
gules fimbriated
argent, overall
three stalks of
wheat conjoined at
the base Or.

13) Lete Bithespring (Steppes)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 6/97.

Vert, on a hurt
fimbriated a
butterfly Or.

Submission
history:

Vert, a phoenix and in chief a sun Or was returned by
Laurel 6/97 for conflict with Julienne Dubarry.

14) Philip White (Steppes)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 1/99.

Azure semy of
oak leaves
inverted Or, a
bend wavy argent.
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Submission history: Azure semy of oak leaves inverted
Or, a bend argent was returned in kingdom 8/99 for a
(non-violent) conflict with Bosnia, Azure, a bend argent
between six fleurs-de-lis Or.

15) Rayya al-Kurtubiyya (Northkeep)
Resubmitted name.  Unpended device, pended

3/99.
Azure, three
falcons
displayed, a
bordure
engrailed
argent.

Documentation provided:
Rayya Master Daúd ibn Auda’s list of Arabic
women’s names,
http://www.us.itd.umich.edu/~ximenez/s.gariel/docs/arabi
cwomen.html
al-Kurtubiyya Feminine locative, Arabic meaning
“[woman] of Cordoba.”  Constructed by Master Daúd ibn
Auda from Kurtuba, the Arabic name for Cordoba.
Photocopies:  Website as cited, accessed 12/14/98.
Letter from Daúd ibn Auda as cited, dated 10/3/99.
Submission history: Rayya Ismet al-Din Asma was
returned in kingdom 3/99 for use of  “al-Din” and
multiple “isms”.  Device was pended for an acceptable
name.
Changes:  Any .  Meaning “Rayya of Cordoba” is most
important.  Desired gender is female. Changes requested
for authenticity to Arabic language / culture.

16) Stephen Hawkins (Wastelands)
New name.  New device.

Per bend argent
and counter-
ermine, a hawk
striking sable, a
bordure
counterchanged
.

Documentation provided:
Stephen Talan Gwynek (Brian Scott) lists this spelling in
“Late Sixteenth Century English Given Names (Men’s
Names listed by frequency)” at
http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/talan/eng16/eng16
mfreq.html accessed 9/3/99.
Hawkins Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia lists
Sir John Hawkins, b. 1532, d. Nov. 12, 1595 at
http://www.starnet.demon.co.uk/hawkins/hist.html
accessed 9/3/99.
Photocopies: All cited.
Changes: Minor changes only. Language / culture is most
important; and changes are requested for authenticity to
late 16th century England.  Desired gender is male.

17) Stephen MacThomas (Gate’s Edge)
Resubmitted badge.  Name registered 9/99.

[Asterisk: Although Laurel registered this name as an
alternate name, submitter actually wanted it to be his
primary.  The paperwork is being corrected, and this will
be submitter’s primary name by the time we consider
commentary on the badge.]

(Fieldless) Three
towers conjoined
in pall azure.

Submission
history:

(Fieldless) A talbot’s head erased argent, langued and
orbed gules was returned in kingdom 4/99 for multiple
conflicts.

18) Stephen MacThomas (Gate’s Edge)
New badge.  Name registered 9/99.

(Fieldless) A
compass star
pierced within and
conjoined to an
annulet azure.
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ACCEPTANCES
Alexandros Kaloethes. Name and device. Paly azure and
argent, on a delf sable a griffin segreant Or.

Cathlin Sommerfield. Badge. (Fieldless) A pomegranate sable
slipped, leaved, and seeded Or.

Conall Ó Ríoghbhardáin. Name.

Davin Quinn. Name.

Ivor MacFergus. Name (See RETURNS for device).

James Parker. Device. Counter-ermine, a bend sinister be-
tween a caravel and a sea lion Or.

Mincloth ingen Lochlainn. Name.

Raimond George de Mora. Name and device. Per bend sin-
ister embattled Or and gules, a mullet and a key palewise wards
to base counterchanged.

RETURNS
Bice di Pietro. Device. Gules, a cross Or, overall on a loz-
enge sable fimbriated an estoile all within a bordure Or.
This device is returned for violating rule XI.4: Arms of Pre-
tense.  The fimbriation makes the lozenge appear to be charged
with a bordure.

Ivor MacFergus. Device. Gules, a claymore, its hilt between
the wings of a vol Or.
The device is in visual conflict with Brand Armand of
Lancaster, Gules, a winged sword Or.  A comparison of the
emblazons showed that the visual resemblance was overwhelm-
ing.

Tessa da Rimini. Device. Per bend azure and argent, two keys
in saltire, wards to base, counterchanged and a chief embattled
argent.
One of the keys is counterchanged along its axis, thus making
it unidentifiable.

ANSTEORRAN EXCERPTS FOR ILOI 0399 -
TAKEN FROM THE LAUREL LETTER

OF ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS
DATED 10/12/99

19) Thorvald Egilsson (Northkeep)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 9/92.

Sable, two
javelins in
saltire and a
ram’s head
contourny
erased Or.

Submission
history:

This same device was lost in kingdom in or around 2/94;
submitter was given a two year extension from 1/99 to
resubmit free.  Sable, two javelins in saltire, overall a
rams head erased contourny Or was returned in kingdom
3/93 for unidentifiability of the javelins.

20) Wynfrith of Mooneschadowe (Northkeep)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 9/92.

Or, a chevron
azure, overall a
winged serpent
erect gules.

Submission
history:

Or, a winged serpent gules, overall a chevron azure was
returned in kingdom 5/92, before the Modest Proposal, for
conflict with Villebresme [Renesse, vol. III, p. 129] Or, a
winged serpent gules.
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ANNOTATED INTERNAL COLLATED COMMENTARY - FOR ILOI 0899
Here are the decisions made about IloI 0899 at the meeting

held at Crown Tournament in Mendersham on October
16, AS XXXIV, being 1999 A.D.

Kathri, Asterisk
————————————————————————

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle
Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Retiarius Pursuivant, make
most courteous greetings.

For information on commentary submission formats or to
receive a copy of the collated commentary, you can
contact me at:
Charlene Charette
15910 Valverde Drive, Houston, TX  77083
281/277-4055 (11am-10pm)
charlene@flash.net

Perronnelle, Retiarius
————————————————————————

Commenters for this issue:

Da’ud ibn Auda  –  al-Jamal Herald

Gawain of Miskbridge  –  Green Anchor Herald, Calontir

Bryn Gwlad  –  Bryn Gwlad commentary, by Gwenllian
ferch Maredudd, wossisname, and Daniel de Lincoln
(y’r humble scribe and first-person comments below).
We checked all armory against the 8th edition Ordinary,
and names against the on-line Armoral thru the 5/99
LoAR.  We found no conflicts unless noted.

Magnus von Lubeck  –  Shadowlands

Aryanhwy merch Catmael  –  Opinicus Pursuivant,
Midrealm

————————————————————————

1.  Amalia Zavattini  (Steppes)
New name; new device; Argent a lizard tergiant bendwise

sinister and an orle vert.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 19 under Amelia dates the

spelling Amilia to 1205 from the Curia Regis Rolls.
Amalia would seem to be a reasonable variation of
these spellings.  Fucilla, Our Italian Surnames, page 171
gives Zavattini as an occupative name meaning
shoemaker.  Page 185 lists under object names Zavatta
(Northern Italian) meaning shoe.  Page 220 under
anatomical names gives the Cremonese word for old

shoe zavatta surname Zavatta as meaning big mouth.
Even though De Felice and Fucilla do not date the
name, it is certainly from northern Italy near the Savoy
region.

————————————————————————
1. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

2.  Ameline du Bois  (Elfsea)
New name; new device; Or, on a pile inverted gules between

two amphora vert, a cup Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  That the pile inverted is throughout needs to be

noted in the blazon; the default pile is “not quite
throughout”:  “A pile should extend most if not all the
way to the base; properly drawn, there would not be
enough room for a charge ... to fit between the pile and
the base.”  [Baldwin of Erebor, LoAR 16 December
1984, p. 18]

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The emblazon shows “Per chevron throughout Or

and gules, two amphorae vert and acup Or.”

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The pile is throughout.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 103 under Emmeline gives

Ameline as a daughter of Aimeri, Vicomte de Thouars
who accompanied the Conqueror to England.  The
spelling the submitter wishes is in Hitching, English
Surnames in 1601 and 1602 page 33 as Du Bois dated
1601 in Kent.

[Device]  Could also be blazoned “Or on a pile inverted
throughout gules between two amphora vert a cup Or.”
The amphora need to be drawn with a flat base unless
they are wine amphora with the pointed base.  These
somewhere in between the two types.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  The plural of “amphora” is “amphorae.”
————————————————————————
2.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned Or, on a pile
inverted throughout gules between two amphorae vert a cup
Or.
————————————————————————
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3.  Armand Dragonetti  (Elfsea)
new name; new device; Sable, a dragon rampant erminois.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Dragons (and other winged monsters) in this

posture are usually blazoned as segreant rather than
“rampant”.  (Segreant is heraldic shorthand for
“rampant, wings elevated and addorsed”.)

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  DeFelice’s Nomi, p. 75, says the Italian cognate of

“Armand” is (surprise!) “Armando”.  Unfortunately he
goes on to say the name was imported from France in the
17th & 18th centuries.

[Device]  Dragons usually don’t ramp, they segre.  I think
“rampant” is acceptable, though.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  “Segreant”.

Consider Ulric Grimmheld (7/86), “Sable, a dragon
rampant guardant, wings addorsed, clutching a sledge-
hammer Or.”  One CD for the tincture of the dragon.
The hammer is probably a maintained charge, not worth
a CD.  (Punchy silliness:  “Clutching?  I thought sledge-
hammers were automatic.”  “If it’s held in both hands, is
it double-clutched?”)

Clear of Daffyd ap Caradoc (5/84), “Sable, a wingless,
legless hydra, tail nowed, Or.”.  One CD for the
tincture.  One CD for adding wings (Da’ud 2.1 prec. s.v.
Difference (CD), for wingless wyvern versus dragon).
Changing from 1 to many heads is a CD too (10/94
LoAR).

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 151 under Herman dates Armand

to 1348 as a French name.  It is also found in the name
of Armand Jean du Plessis, Cardinal de Richelieu born
1585.  Fucilla, Our Italian Surnames page 142 gives
Dragonetti and Dragoni as an animal name meaning
dragon and page 161 under military names gives
Dragone as having dragoon or dragon as its source.
Dragone with the military meaning is dated to 1611.

[Device]  Conflict with Ulric Grimmheld July 1986:  “Sable,
a dragon rampant guardant, wings addorsed, clutching a
sledgehammer Or.”  There is one CD for changing the
color of the dragon to erminois but none from the
change of the head to guardant or the sledgehammer
which is essentially a maintained charge.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  While not necessary, the dragon could be blazoned

as “segreant.”  I believe that this conflicts with Ulric
Grimmheld, (reg. 7-86 via the Middle), “Sable, a dragon
rampant guardant, wings addorsed, clutching a sledge-
hammer Or.”  There is one CD for the tincture of the

dragon, but I don’t think one for the hammer.
————————————————————————
3.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Returned for conflict with Ulric Grmmheld (7/86,
Middle), Sable, a dragon rampant guardant, wings
addorsed, clutching a sledge-hammer Or.  See above.
Reblazoned Sable, a dragon segreant erminois.
————————————————————————

4.  Armando de la Cabanna  (Steppes)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Morlet, Les Noms de Personne, 6 au 12 Siècle,

Volume I, page 126 under Herimannus gives the
spelling Armandus.  Tibon, Diccionario Nombres
Propios, page 51 under Armando gives San Armando
bishop of Rochela, France in the 5th century.
Numerous examples of Spanish locative names are
given in Melcon’s book beginning with page 226 if they
are needed.  Talan’s analysis appears to justify the last
name.

————————————————————————
4.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

5.  Catherine de Lance  (Steppes)
New name; new device; Per chevron azure and argent three

fleurs-de-lys counter changed.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Conflict with David Lennox Hamilton, Per

chevron azure and argent, two fleurs-de-lys argent and
a thistle proper.  There is a CD for the changes to the
basemost of the three charges, but Laurel precedent
notes that changing the basemost of three charges two
and one can produce no more than one CD.  “After
much thought and discussion, it has been decided, for
purposes of X.4.d, e and h of the Rules for Submission,
that the bottommost of three charges, either on the field
alone or around an ordinary, is defined as one-half of
the group. ..multiple changes to the basemost of three
charges under this definition will be granted a
maximum of one CVD.”  (Da’ud ibn Auda, Cover
Letter 9/6/90 p. 2).

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  If she has chosen the toponymic meaning of the

surname from the ones given by Dauzat, shouldn’t it be
“de la Lance”?  The village names is La Lance”.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  “Counterchanged”.
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Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe, page 186 under Katharine gives

Catherine as one of the forms of the name.  It was
brought to western Europe during the early crusades.
The Old French forms of the name are given as Caterine
and Cateline.  The Middle English form is given as
Katerine and Kateline with the -th added in the 16th
century.  Dauzat, Noms de lieux, page 383 under Lance
gives Lancie’ - Rhone (Lanciacus 16th century) and
page 386 under Lans gives Lanzo dated to 1025.
Reaney & Wilson page 270 under Lance gives John
Lance 1196 and under Lancelot dates the name to 1506
giving Lanc-el-ot as a French double diminutive of the
old German Lanzo.

[Device]  This appears to conflict with David Lennox
Hamilton February 1991:  “Per chevron azure and
argent, two fleurs-de-lys argent and a thistle proper.”
The changes made do not involve at least half of the
charges in the group.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  Consider the device of Dominic Tremayne, (reg.

6-88 via the West), “Per chevron azure and argent, a
chevron between three fleurs-de-lys counterchanged.”
This actually should not be a conflict because of X.2
Difference of Primary Charges.  In Catherine’s device,
the primary charge group is the fleurs-de-lys, in
Dominic’s, the chevron.  Since fleurs-de-lys and
chevrons are substantially different from each other,
these two devices should not conflict.

————————————————————————
5.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Returned for conflict with David Lennox Hamilton
(2/91) Per chevron azure and argent, two fleurs-de-lys
argent and a thistle proper.  See above.  Typing of blazon
corrected to make counterchanged one word.
————————————————————————

6.  Catot d’Ardennes  (Loch Soilleir)
New device; name registered 10/97; Gules, a chevron rompu

enhanced Or and a swan naient to sinister wings elevated
and addorsed argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Chevrons will normally be moved somewhat to

chief when the only other charge on the field is in base.
I am not at all certain that we need to blazon the
chevron here as “enhanced”; it’s lower edge is only just
about where one would normally expect the upper edge
to be were there either no other charges on the field or if
it were between three other charges.  That is not so
enhanced that we must necessarily blazon it.

It does need to be specified in the blazon that the
swan is “in base”, however.  There is no “e” in naiant.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  I’d say that the chevron is not really enhanced, just

moved up a bit to artistically accommodate the swan
since there are no charges in chief.  The swan’s wings
can’t really be addorsed, since there appears to be only
one, a detail which should be remedied or else mentioned
in the blazon.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Don’t forget to remove “wings elevated and

addorsed” from the final blazon.  “Naiant contourny”.
(5/99 LoAR Cover Letter, Laurel said that “contourny”
was the preferred SCA spelling.)

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Gules a chevron rompu Or

in base a swan naient contourney wings argent.”  As
noted in the December 1994 LoAR “[Per chevron, a
chevron and in base a cross] Though, as a number of
commenters noted, the field division and chevron were
drawn higher on the field than normal, in a design like
this the chevron will normally be enhanced.  It is not
necessary to blazon the fact.”

————————————————————————
6.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned Gules, a chevron
rompu Or and a swan naiant countourny wings elevated and
addorsed argent.  [Asterisk:  To those who have followed the
saga of this swan:  yes, its wings have been up and down so
many times, it deserves to fly.  This is the submitter’s final
word, and it’s flying to Laurel as blazoned herewith.]
————————————————————————

7.  Cullinn McCrandall  (Tempio)
New name; new device; Per fess gules and Or a crane close

argent and a saltire couped sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Cranes, like most other birds, are “close” by

default.  The charge in base is not a “saltire couped”;
couped ordinaries are usually couped perpendicular to
their line(s) of axis, that is to say, cut flat across the
ends.  This is a letter “X”.  (Or, I suppose, a “saltire
couped fesswise”.)

Wow!  Only two charges, but a complexity count of
six.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Black page 190 under Culen dates Cuilen mac

Iluilb killed 971.  This names appears to persist until the
end of our period.  Page 480 under Maccrindle dates
Malcolme McCrendill from 1530.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  The name submitted is <Cullin McCrandall>, and

the sound ‘cul-in crendall’ is most important.  Does or
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does not the submitter want the <mc> in his name?
[Asterisk:  Well, he wanted “Crandall” as a given but
we couldn’t document it, so an adaption was made
which included the “Mc”.  What with everything else
that was happening at the ATYC submission table, the
bottom of the form wasn’t quite reconciled to the top of
the form.  It could have been worse.]

————————————————————————
7.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned Per fessgules and
Or a crane argent and a saltire couped fesswise sable,
although we note that this emblazon of a saltire is taken
directly from the PicDic illustration of “a saltire couped.”
[Asterisk: See Da’ud.  The kingdom files are scary enough
without becoming the “X” files.]
————————————————————————

8.  Daniel Stewart de Guthre  (Elfsea)
New name; new device; Gules ermined, a chevron cotised

Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  I would have expected about half as many ermine

spots as this.  (If he ever does them by hand, he may
understand this better.)

————————————————————————
8.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

9.  Duncan MacDougall of Kerrera  (Mendersham)
Resub name; resub device; Azure, a winged tiger salient
argent.

Email from submitter:
The name Duncan is one of the oldest and most popular
names in Scotland. And the SEAT of Clan MacDougall is
across the bay at Dunollie Castle and always has been. If
this is the only problem however could we consider “of
Mendersham” instead?

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  That the cat is bat-winged must be blazoned; the
default is bird-winged.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  The documentation shows at least one historical

Duncan MacDougall, and that Kerrera was MacDougall
property.  To me, this all smacks too much of the name of
a clan chief for comfort.

[Device]  Composite winged monsters have eagle’s wings
unless otherwise specified.  This one will have to be a
“bat-winged Bengal tiger”.  Guess that’s only two
weirdnesses, though.  The critter isn’t drawn salient, but
sort of “rampant bendwise”.  Refer the artist to Fox-

Davies section on lions to see what this ought to look like.
(It’s Fig. 303, p. 183 in my reprint of the 1909 edition.)

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  “Bat-winged natural tiger”.  The posture is hard to

identify – not really salient, not really rampant, not
really anything standard.  “Rampant bendwise”?  It may
be returnable.  (A winged quadruped rampant can be
blazoned “segreant”.)

Consider Alienore di Paravano (6/81), “Per saltire gules
and sable, a winged lion rampant, wings elevated and
addorsed, argent.”  1 CD for the field.  Second CD only
if Duncan’s is ruled not to be rampant.

Consider Aron Rose of Nairn (8/89) “Azure, a winged
lion rampant, between its forepaws a rose, Or.”.  1 CD
for tincture of the kitty.  Second CD if Duncan’s is not
rampant.  It’s not clear whether the rose is sustained or
maintained.

Consider William Alexander MacAvoy (7/97), “Per
chevron inverted gules and azure, a natural winged tiger
segreant argent, striped sable.”.  1 CD for the field.  No
CD for change from bat-winged to regular: “Lodric
Wulfstan.  Device.  Sable, a winged wolf sejant affronty
wings displayed argent.  Conflict with ...  Darcy
Randolph, Sable, a bat-winged wolf sejant affronty
between three mullets argent, with only one CD for
removing the secondaries.”. (3/92 LoAR) Markings are
not a CD. “[A Bengal tiger vs. a catamount] The tiger’s
marking is worth no heraldic difference (Roland de
Mounteney, September, 1992, pg. 46)” (Bruce prec., s.v.
BEAST — Cat, Lion and Tiger).  Second CD only if
Duncan’s is not rampant.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 90 under Duncan dates it as early

as 1034.  Black, page 487 under MacDougal gives
M’Dougal as the spelling of the name by 1647 and page
217 under Dougal dates the name Dougale to 1415.
Johnston, Place Names of Scotland, page 144 dates
Kerrera to 1461.

[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Azure a bat-winged natural
tiger salient wings elevated and addorsed argent marked
sable.”  Conflict with Alienore di Paravano June 1981:
“Per saltire gules and sable, a winged lion rampant,
wings elevated and addorsed, argent.”  There is one CD
for the field but none for rampant vs. salient and none
for the type of cat.  Conflict with William Alexander
MacAvoy July 1997:  “Per chevron inverted gules and
azure, a natural winged tiger segreant argent, striped
sable.”  There is one CD for the field but none for
segreant (rampant) vs. salient.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  Isn’t it presumptuous to combined the name of a
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clan chief and the seat of their clan?
[Device]  This isn’t exactly salient.  Both salient and

rampant have the beast’s back nearly vertical, rampant
slightly more so than salient.  This guy is almost passant
uphill than salient.  Versus Thomas Farady (reg. 1-91
via the West), “Azure, a winged natural tiger rampant
argent marked sable, on a chief argent three pairs of
garden roses in saltire azure, slipped and leaved vert,”
there is one CD for the chief and one for the charges on
the chief.  Versus Mredyth y Linx Gwyn, (reg. 9-94 via
An Tir), “Azure, a winged lynx rampant in chief a
mullet between a decrescent and an increscent argent,”
there is one CD for the addition of the secondary
charges; there is no difference between salient and
rampant.  This is a conflict.

————————————————————————
9.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as Duncan MacDougall of
Mendersham.  Kerrera is not the seat of the MacDougall, but
it is (at least in large part) MacDougall territory. Bruce
Draconarius of Mistholme, as Laurel, ruled:  “We will
continue to prohibit the use of a Scots clan name with the
seat or territory of that clan (e.g. Cameron of Lochiel)
[emphasis added.]…That usage, with or without the given
name, is the title of the actual chief of the clan or his
immediate kin; its use in the SCA represents a direct
infringement on actual nobility, and also appears to be a
claim to rank, either of which is grounds for return.” (March
1993 Laurel meeting, pp. 7-8).  The current Laurel quoted
this precendent on a return of name done August 8, 1999, so
it is very much still in force.
Device:   Reblazoned Azure, a bat-winged natural tiger [not
quite]salient argent. Returned for unidentifiable posture
between salient and rampant, and for multiple conflicts
which would apply either way.  (There is no CD between
salient and rampant.)
————————————————————————

10.  Eirnín Shea  (La Marche Sauvage)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  http://www.ucc.ie/celt/online/G100002.html gives

the Annals of Tigernach, author unknown, compiled by
Donnchadh O Corráin.  This document dates Ultan mac
Ernine to 662.  MacLysaght, Surnames of Ireland, page
269 under Shea dates the name to the 13th century.

————————————————————————
10.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

11.  Eleanor Cleavely  (Three Bridges)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 96 under Eleanor dates that

spelling from the 12th to the 15th century.  Hitching,
English Surnames in 1601 and 1602 page 28 gives the
spelling Cleaveley from 1601 in Winchcombe parish,
Gloucestershire.

————————————————————————
11.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

12.  Falco Silva  (Crossrode Keep)
New name; new device; Sable, on a bend sinister between

two skulls argent, three lizards statant vert.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  I’m confused.  The documentation for the given

name is for an Old German word sometimes used as an
English given name; the surname is documented as
Italian, but the client is intending “Roman language/
culture”.  Does he mean “Latin language and classical
Roman culture” or the language and culture of the
medieval city of Rome?  Either way, the submitted
documentation doesn’t really support what he’s trying to
do.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The lizards are “contourny”.  [They may have

looked that way in the mini-emblazon, but on the full-
size forms they are not.]

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  http://www.s-gabriel.org/docs/ “Men’s names from

Florence, 1427", by Todd Ferrante (Ferrante laVolpe)
lists Falco on the 1427 castato of Florence.  Dauzat,
Noms de lieux, page 651 under Selve dates Silva to 984
and 1257.  Silva is also Latin for forest.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  As far as I can tell, there is nothing Roman about

this name at all.  Did the client perhaps mean Italian?
————————————————————————
12.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.  We acknowledge that we are
not sure what the submitter meant by “Roman language /
culture” being most important, but we are forwarding the
name as is because we believe that it is what the submitter
wanted, that it is documented, and that it can be registered.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

13.  Gavin McKitrick  (Namron)
New name; new device;  Purpure on a saltire argent two

swords in saltire sable, in chief a bear’s head affronty Or.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  Is the client aware that, though he wants an

authentic Irish name, he’s documenting it from a work on
Scottish names?  While Irish and Scots Gaelic were
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closely related, names were not identical.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  “Bear’s head cabossed” (or “caboshed”: both have

been registered in 1999).

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 127 under Gawain dates Gavin

to 1604 and Black page 292 under Gavin identifies it as
the Scots form of the English Gawayne.  Black page
528 under MacKettrick dates John M’Kittrick to 1460.

[Device]  The bear’s head should be blazoned caboshed.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  The client says he is interested in Irish language/

culture; is he aware that he has documented his names
from a Scots/angliczed Scottish Gaelic source?
<Gavin> is a specifically Scots name; there is no
evidence that it was adopted in to Scottish Gaelic in
period or that it was adopted by Irish Gaelic at all.  For
more details on the name, see the Problem Names
article on <Gavin>, available at http://www.panix.com/
~mittle/names/problemnames/gavin.html.  It’s a fine
given name, it’s just not Irish.

If the client is content with the name he has, then it
looks good to go.  However, if he’d like to pursue an
Irish persona, some changes need to be made.  The
closest names to <Gavin> that I could find in OC&M
are <Gaimhreadhán>, pronounced roughly /GOV-rain/
and <Géibheannach>, pronounced roughly /GAYV-an-
ach/.

According to MacLysaght, <MacKitrick> derives from
<mac Shitric>, which is in turn derived from the Norse
Name <Sigtryggr>.  I could not find what form
<Sigtryggr> took in Irish Gaelic.

————————————————————————
13.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Returned because the submitter specifically
requested an Irish name.  If he wishes to have this name
instead, we will fasttrack the submission to the first
available LoI.  [Asterisk:  Communication with the submitter
has occurred; progress is being made.  Thanks, Borek!]
Device:  Returned for an acceptable name.  [See Asterisk’s
letter for an adaption to the recent policy on this type of
case.]
————————————————————————

14.  Geoffrey Biedermann  (Lindenwood)
Change of device; Quarterly sable and or a Maltese cross

argent between four hearts, points to center,
counterchanged.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The cross appears to be drawn throughout.  This is

quite similar to the obverse of many period coins.  Not

that that’s a bar to registration.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The cross is “throughout”.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  The arms of the cross should be much fatter.

Versus the device of the Order of the Knights of Malta,
“[Fieldless] A Maltese cross argent,” there is one CD for
the field and one for the hearts.  No conflicts found.

————————————————————————
14.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned …a Maltese cross
throughout…
————————————————————————

15.  Geoffrey Biedermann  (Lindenwood)
New badge; Argent a stag’s head facing dexter vert.

Da’ud ibn Auda
 [Badge]  The stag’s head will be “facing dexter” by default.

On the other hand, that it is also erased needs to be
specifically blazoned.  Argent, a stag’s head erased vert.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Badge]  The head is erased.

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge]  “Argent, a stag’s head erased vert”.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge]  Can be reblazoned “Argent a stag’s head erased

vert”.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Badge]  This could be blazoned simply as “Argent, a stag’s

head erased vert.”  No conflicts found.
————————————————————————
15.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge:  Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned Argent, a stag’s
head erased vert.
————————————————————————

16.  Hans Faust  (Brad Leah)
New name

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  Brechenmacher lists “Faust” on I:437.  Among

others, he cites Georg Faust, a “magic artist”
(Zauberkunstler) who is probably the individual
mentioned in the client’s reference.  He says that person
used the Latinized version of his name, apparently
because “faustus” is Latin for “lucky.”  In German,
“Faust” means “fist.”

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Bahlow, Dictionary of German names, page 237
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under Hensel dates Hans der Henseler to 1364 in
Wurttemberg.  Page 127 under Faust gives the forms:
mit der vust 1278, Vustman 1301, and Feustel 1377.

————————————————————————
16.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

17.  John Thorn  (Middleford)
New name; new device; Gules, a chief embattled argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  One would normally expect at least one more

crenelle on the line of the chief.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  No conflicts found.  Nice name!
[Device]  It would be nice if the chief was a little thicker, but

the embattlements are beautiful.  No conflicts found.
————————————————————————
17.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

18.  Karolus Janos  (Steppes)
New name; new device; Sable, a patriarchal cross argent.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Karolus in the Latin is going to be found in most

European countries.  Hungarian names are surname then
given name thus Janos is the given name and Karolus
the surname.  [Asterisk:  Hungarians also wrote the
given name first in enough cases that Laurel has
registered Hungarian names in either format.]
“Hungarian Personal Names of the 16th Century” also
dates Janos to 1453, 1522, and 1554 and mentions the
large number of Latin names in the 1574 data.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  Versus the device of Konstantin Syncellus, (reg. 7-

96 via Ansteorra), “Per pale sable and gules, a cross
patriarchal and a bordure argent,” there is one CD for
the field, and one for the bordure.  No conflicts found.

————————————————————————
18.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

19.  Klare metten Katten  (Stargate)
New device; name reg 02/98; Lozengy Or and azure a cat

couchant guardant contourny argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Since “contourny” modifies “couchant” rather

than “guardant”, it should immediately follow

“couchant”:  ... a cat couchant contourny guardant
argent.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Conflict with Quenild Comyn November 1998:

“Potenty Or and azure, a cat dormant guardant
contourny argent.”  There is one CD for the field but
none for dormant vs. couchant.  Avoiding conflicts in
cat armory is like trying to herd cats.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  This conflicts with Quenild Comyn, (reg. 11-98

via the West), “Potenty Or and azure, a cat dormant
guardant contourny argent.”  There is one CD for the
field, but none for dormant vs. couchant.

————————————————————————
19.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Returned for conflict.  See above.  Reblazoned ... a
cat couchant contourny guardant argent.
————————————————————————-

20.  Linnet of Linisfarne  (Gates Edge)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Gruffudd, Welsh Names for Children, page 63

Luned and page 39 Eluned give it as an old Welsh
name.

————————————————————————
20.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

21.  Lucius Claudius Scaevola  (Stargate)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Englebert, Lives of the Saints, page 88 gives Lucius

I as an early pope from 233 - 254.  Reaney & Wilson
page 287 under Lucia gives it as a female form of
Lucius as from Latin lux meaning light.  St. Lucia was a
martyr under Diocletian and a popular medieval saint.
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/byzantine/
early_byz_names.html “Common Names of the
Aristocracy in the Roman Empire During the 6th and
7th Centuries” by Berret Chavez lists Claudius.  These
names are from The Prosopography of the Later Roman
Empire.  The first two names would be plausible in
early Byzantine period but no information was found on
Scaevola.

————————————————————————
21.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————
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22.  Malachi Morgan  (Westgate)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 204 under Malachi states it was

used as a christian name in England after the
Reformation.  Black page 576 under Malaechin gives
Malechi from the Book of Deer.

————————————————————————
22.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

23.  Maureen Faulkner  (Westgate)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 214 under Maureen gives it as a

20th century spelling from Irish Mairin, a pet form of
Maire.  Mairin is also suspect of being a modern form.
O Corrain also points out that Muirenn was a very
popular name in early period.  Though many sources
spell the surname Falconer, Hitching, English Surnames
in 1601 and 1602 page 34 gives the spelling Faukner
from 1601 Lancashire.  Muirenn Faulkner seems to be
closest to the submitter’s wishes and is probably
registerable.  However this is combining an early Gaelic
name with a late period spelling of the surname from
Scotland and the border region.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  Do we have any evidence that <Maureen> is a

period name?  OC&M s.n. <Muirenn> states that
<Marion> and <Madge> appear to have been used as
translations of <Muirenn>.  I could not find <Maureen>
in Talan’s list of feminine given names found in R&W.
The problem with changing the name to <Muirenn
Faulkner> is that this mixes Gaelic and English
orthography in the same name.  I know Laurel recently
rescinded the ban on this, but I’m not sure if it could be
stretched to go this far.

————————————————————————
23.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as Muirenn Faulkner with a
note that the submitter would prefer Maureen if the spelling
can be documented.
————————————————————————

24.  Mendersham, Shire of
New order / award Order of the Needle; new badge for order

/ award; branch name reg 09/92; (Fieldless) A needle
argent.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Shires cannot have awards.  Corpora VII.B:

“Kingdoms may establish awards and orders conferring
Awards or Grants of Arms ... Principalities may

establish their own awards and orders ... Non-
armigerous awards and orders may be established by a
kingdom, principality or barony ... Only royalty and
territorial Barons and Baronesses may bestow awards.”

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Order of the Needle should by V.2.c be clear of

Order of the Crossed Needles, February 1987 and Order
of the Silver Needle, March 1982.

————————————————————————
24.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel changed to Guild of the Needle.
The seneschal and people of Mendersham ratified the
change in designator by a voice vote at the event at which
this item was discussed.
Badge:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

25.  Mendersham, Shire of
New badge; branch name reg 09/92; Or, on a lozenge azure

two needles conjoined in chevron argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Badge]  RfS XI.4. states that: “Armory that uses charges

which themselves are charged in such a way as to
appear to be arms of pretense is considered
presumptuous.  Period and modern heraldic practice
asserts a claim to land or property by surmounting an
individual’s usual armory with a display of armory
associated with that claim.  Such arms of pretense are
most commonly placed on an inescutcheon or lozenge,
but may also appear on other geometric charges such as
roundels, cartouches, etc.  For this reason, such charges
may not be charged in such a way as to suggest
independent arms.  Such charges may not contain an
ordinary that terminates at the edge, or more than one
charge.” (emphasis added)  It has been held before that
even two identical charges crossed in saltire are “more
than one charge” for purposes of RfS XI.4.  I am afraid
that this must be returned for having the appearance of
arms of pretense.

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge]  If this and #24 be registered, it should bring

Mendersham up to 3 of the 4 pieces of armory they’re
permitted to register, per Admin Handbook I.A (the first
sentence).  [Asterisk:  They know.  It’s a goal.]

Conflict with Stuart of Lindley (4/86), “Or, on a lozenge
azure, four more in cross argent.”  You can get at most 1
CD for all the changes to a group of tertiaries.

————————————————————————
25.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge:  Returned for conflict with RfS XI.4, as explained by
Da’ud, and for conflict with Stuart of Lindley as explained
by Bryn Gwlad.  Evidently Stuart registered his armory
before the rule went into effect.
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26.  Monica de la Cueva  (Brad Leah)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 222 under Monica gives her as

the mother of St. Augustine and she is a saint in her own
right.  Melcon, Apellidos Castellano-Leoneses siglos 9-
13, page 314 lists Cuevas in the index of place names.
Any place mentioned in this book dates in our period.

————————————————————————
26.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

27.  Myghell MacEdward de Grey  (Emerald Keep)
New name; new device; Quarterly sable and vert a snow

leopard’s head erased proper collared gules.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The head is affronty.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The head is “affronty”.  If it’s plain argent – I

don’t have the AG to hand – it’s not blazoned “proper”
but rather “a leopard’s head ... erased argent”.  Note that
“A leopard’s head, by definition, is cabossed [blazon
from Papworth] (Talan of Hastings, September, 1992,
pg. 50)”, but I think this should not apply to a snow
leopard.  (Bruce prec., s.v. HERALDIC DEFAULTS).

“Clear if ‘erased affronty’ is a CD from ‘cabossed’”,
writes Gwenllian, but cites no possible conflicts (were
they on the AG?).  Da’ud 1.2 prec. s.v. DIFFERENCE
Armory, [A ram’s head affronty] “Conflict with...a
dragon’s head cabossed... While there is a CD for type
of primary charge, X.2 does not apply here.” (LoAR 11/
91 p.23).  Note that no CD for position was granted.
However, given the Bruce precedent that gorging on a
head is a tertiary charge, I don’t know whether
Gwenllian was correct in her call.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 218 under Micheal listes Mighell

from 1598.
[Device]  Can be blazoned “Quarterly sable and vert a snow

leopard’s head affronty erased argent collared gules.”
The small amount of interior detail shouldn’t make it
necessary to use proper here.  Conflict with Rebecca of
Twywn, called the Demanding October 1981: “Vert, a
domestic cat’s head affronty argent, collared and
grasping in his mouth a dagger fesswise, hilt to sinister,
argent hilted sable.”  There is one CD for the field.  The
dagger can be considered a maintained charge and there
is little difference between the head of a leopard and a
cat.  The change of the collar from argent to gules is not
enough for a CD.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  This may conflict with Cherie Ruadh MhicRath of

Locksley (reg. 5-82 via Atenveldt), “[Tinctureless] A
cat’s eyes, nose, and whiskers.”  I leave it to those better
learned to figure out the CDs involved.  However, this
does not conflict with Alonzio of the Peacemakers (reg.
5-81 via the East), “Gyronny Or and gules, a white
tiger’s head caboshed proper.”  There is one CD for the
field, and another for the collar, as the submitter so
graciously pointed out for us.

————————————————————————
27.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel for a visual check against
Rebecca of Twywn (see Magnus).  If the dagger is big
enough to be a tertiary charge, we have type of half, number,
and tincture of the tertiaries.  Reblazoned ...head affronty
erased….
————————————————————————

28.  Phelippe Descors  (Elfsea)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 245 under Phillip gives Phelippe

1306.  Reaney & Wilson page 395 under Score list John
atte Score 1330, Henry Scor 1297, and Score as a place
in Ilfracombe.  DeScor would follow from this as a
reasonable locative with the variant DeScors.

————————————————————————
28.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————-

29.  Reinne du Bois  (Steppes)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Duazat, Noms de Lieux, page 91 under Bois dates

el Bois from the 13th century.  Bois meanes a wood or
forest.  The locative is formed du Bois.

————————————————————————
29.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

30.  Richard of Leslie Castle  (Bordermarch)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 253 dated Richard from the time

of the Norman Conquest.  Johnston, Place-Names of
Scotland, page 166 under Leslie dates the place to 1180.
Black page 425 under Leslie mentions a barony of that
name from the same period.
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————————————————————————
30.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————
31.  Rodán Shea  (La March Sauvage)
New name

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Woulfe, Irish Names and Surnames, page 633 O

Rodain gives it as meaning descendants of Rodan and it
is an old surname that predates Cromwell.  MacLysaght,
Surnames of Ireland, page 259 under Rodden gives the
form Roden and Rodain from Gaelic rod meaning
strong.  Page 269 under Shea dates the name to the 13th
century.

————————————————————————
31.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

32.  Siobhán inghean uí Niall  (Elfsea)
New name; new device; Per fess wavy Or and vert three

natural sea horses counter changed.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  If the submitter wants “daughter of” why not just

use ingen.  Siobhan daughter of Neill may conflict with
Siobhan O’Neill July 1984.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  The genitive form listed in OC&M s.n. Aillean is

<Néil>, not <Niall>, and s.n. <Forgartach> is <Néill>.
I recommend that we change the name to the
documented form.

————————————————————————
32.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Return for conflict.  (See Magnus.)
Device: Returned for an acceptable name.  [See Asterisk’s
letter for an adaption to the recent policy on this type of
case.]
————————————————————————

33.  Valentina Bandinelli  (Bordermarch)
New name; new device; Azure, on a bend argent between

two roses Or, four ermine spots sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  “Charges, whether placed on, or in, an ordinary,

always incline in the direction of that ordinary.  It
would, therefore, be incorrect to drawn the four billets,
in the fourth quarter [of the arms of Panmure, Per pale
argent and gules, on a saltire between four herrings
naiant five billets all counterchanged], in the same
manner as the centre one.”  (John E. Cussans, The
Grammar of Heraldry, 1866, p. 50 (see also, Handbook
of Heraldry, 1882, p. 160) (See also, e.g., John Guillim,
A Display of Heraldrie, 4th ed., 1660, p. 61, where he

shows the arms of Sir Edmund Boyer of Camberwell,
Or, a bend vair between two cotises gules, and p. 86,
where he shows the arms of Willington, Gules a saltire
vair, where the vair follows the orientation of the bend
and saltire, respectively.)  We should specify here that
the ermine tails are palewise.

Further, four ermine spots on a bend is a reasonable
number for a blazon of ermine.  Unless there is some
specific reason for having exactly four ermine tails, we
might consider a reblazon to:  Azure, a bend ermine
between two roses Or.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Conflict with Sigvald Siegfriedsson (11/82),

“Azure, on a bend argent between two unbarbed roses
Or, seeded gules, a mullet of four points elongated to
base gyronny azure and Or.”.  No CD for the artistic
tweakings to the roses.  At most 1 CD can be garnered
for all the changes to a group of tertiaries.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  “Late Period Feminine Names from the South of

France” by Talan Gwynek http://www.panix.com/
~mittle/names/talan/latefrenchfem/ gives Valentina
dated to 1357. “4300 Citizens of Pisa Swear to Maintain
the Alliance with Siena, Pistoia and Poggibonsi” http://
library.byu.edu/~rdh/eurodocs/italia/pisani.html dated to
1228 lists Bandinus which may be a form of Bandinelli.

[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Azure on a bend argent
between two roses Or four ermine spots palewise
sable.”  Appears to conflict with Sigvald Siegfriedsson
November 1982: “Azure, on a bend argent between two
unbarbed roses Or, seeded gules, a mullet of four points
elongated to base gyronny azure and Or.”  One CD for
the changes to the tertiary charges.

————————————————————————
33.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel.
Device:  Returned for conflict with Sigvald Siegfriedsson
(see Bryn Gwlad and Magnus).  Reblazoned Azure, a bend
ermine between two roses Or.
————————————————————————
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Palimpsest Rules Letter of 9/25/99
[Obelisk Note:  The following letter was included with the Laurel Letter of 10/12/99.  I have included the letter in its entirety.  Lord

Rouland notes in the letter that commentary can be sent to him but it would be a good idea to copy Laurel.]

Lord Rouland Carre
Palimpsest Herald of Arms
c/o Richard R. Hershberger

841 Highland Ave. #344
Jenkintown, PA 19046

215-517-5085
rrhersh@op.net

25 September, 1999

Unto Dame Elsbeth Anne Roth alias Laurel Queen of Arms and unto the College of Arms does Lord Rouland Carre alias Palimpsest Herald
of Arms send greetings!

This is the first rules letter since Dame Elsbeth became Laurel Queen of Arms.  The previous Laurel, Mistress Jaelle of Armida, wished to have
a period a stability in the Rules for Submission.  Dame Elsbeth, however, is interested in addressing several areas of potential improvement.
Hence I anticipate that this rather lengthy rules letter will lead to some changes fairly soon, although their exact nature will result from the
upcoming discussion.

Laurel also wishes to extend this discussion beyond the mailing list to the entire roster of the College.  This letter is therefore being distributed
with the full Laurel packet mailing.  You may also wish to distribute this more widely within their kingdoms.  Members of the mailing list are
of course encouraged to address the issues raised in their regular commentary.  Those not on the mailing list are invited to send commentary
directly to me at the above captioned address.  Copying Laurel cannot hurt.  I will accept commentary via email (any attachments should be in
rtf to ensure that I can read them) but a snail mail copy would be a very good idea, greatly reducing the chances of your comments getting lost
in the shuffle.

There are three topics on this letter.  The first two were thoroughly discussed in the past but for various reasons were never implemented.  The
third is a new proposal, but not one which is very research-intensive.  These facts lend themselves to a relatively short commenting period.
Please have your commentary to me by the end of December, or for members of the mailing list no later than your December letters of
comment.  My hope is to recommend that Laurel implement the two older items quickly.  The new topic I expect will require several rounds
of discussion.

Escutcheons of Pretense
This proposal was discussed in 1995-1996.  The problem it addresses is that the current text of rule XI.4. Arms of Pretense is more restrictive
than period or modern mundane practice supports.  This leads to unnecessary returns for presumption of submissions which do not actually
make any such inappropriate claims.

Arms of pretense are a form of marshaling in which a separate coat is placed on an escutcheon in the center of the field of the underlying coat.
In mundane practice this is a way for the owner of the underlying coat to lay claim to the additional coat.  The standard scenario for this in
modern English heraldry is a man who marries an heraldic heiress (i.e. a woman who, having no brothers, will inherit her fathers arms).  The
man lays claim to his wifes arms because his sons will inherit both coats (quartering them).  This claim is shown by placing his wifes arms on
an escutcheon of pretense.  Another historical example of arms of pretense is the arms of Kings George III, George IV, and William IV.  They
bore the arms of the United Kingdom with the arms of their Hanoverian possessions in pretense.  (The first two Georges had born these as a
quartering.  The Hanoverian arms were abandoned when Queen Victoria took the throne, for she was prevented by Salic law from inheriting
those lands.)  Such arms of pretense make a claim: at the least to a coat of arms and at the most to an entire kingdom.  This has since time
immemorial been deemed inappropriate for the SCA.

This is the current text of the rule:
4. Arms of Pretense - Armory that uses charges which themselves are charged in such a way as to appear to be arms of pretense is

considered presumptuous.
Period and modern heraldic practice asserts a claim to land or property by surmounting an individual’s usual armory with
a display of armory associated with that claim.  Such arms of pretense are most commonly placed on an inescutcheon or
lozenge, but may also appear on other geometric charges such as roundels, cartouches, etc.  For this reason, such charges
may not be charged in such a way as to suggest independent arms.  Such charges may
not contain an ordinary that terminates at the edge, or more than one charge.
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Palimpsest Rules Letter - Page 2
There are two definitions in this text which are significant to the present matter.  The first is that arms of pretense are defined as being placed
on a variety of shapes: escutcheon (i.e. the standard heater-shaped shield), lozenge, roundel, cartouche, etc.  This is not consistent with actual
practice.  Mundane heraldry, both period and modern, places arms of pretense on an escutcheon regardless of the shape of the underlying coat.
This is not obvious: one might expect the arms of pretense to be on the same shape of shield as the underlying coat.  A good illustration (albeit
post-period) of how it is actually done can be seen in Ottfried Neubeckers Heraldry: Sources Symbol and Meaning p. 206.  This shows the 17th
century arms of Marie de le Tr_mouille.  The base coat is on a lozenge as is expected of the arms of a lady.  It includes a coat placed in pretense
on an escutcheon, not a lozenge.  While I would hesitate to claim that there are no exceptions, a diligent search has shown that this is
overwhelmingly the standard practice.

The second definition is that the potential arms of pretense may not contain an ordinary that terminates at the edge, or more than one charge.
This is an odd definition, since a genuine coat can contain any whole number of charges.  The SCA traditionally and for good reason assumes
that fiction that a plain tincture cannot be a coat by itself.  This fiction serves us well here, but otherwise if it looks like an independent coat it
should be treated as such regardless of charges.

A third element of the definition of arms of pretense which the current rules overlook entirely is that such arms are always placed on a single
escutcheon approximately in the center of the field of the underlying coat.  (Of course if this underlying coat is combined with others as a
quartering, the escutcheon of pretense stays centered on its own particular bit of the overall shield.)

These elements were put together in a proposed revision to rule XI.4.  What follows was the final revision of April 1996, which I once again
put forward:
4. Arms of Pretense - Armory that uses charges which themselves are charged in such a way as to appear to be arms of pretense is

considered presumptuous.
Period and modern heraldic practice asserts a claim to land or property by surmounting an individuals usual armory with
a display of armory associated with that claim.  Such arms of pretense a placed in the center of the field and are displayed
upon a single escutcheon.  Generally, therefore, a single escutcheon may be placed in the center of the field only if it is
both uncharged and of a single tincture.  For example, Argent, a fess gules surmounted by an escutcheon sable charged
with a plate has the appearance of pretense and may not be registered.  Or, in saltire five escutcheons sable each charged
with three roundels argent does not have the appearance of pretense, since it has multiple escutcheons, and is therefore
acceptable.

Augmentations of Honor
This topic was also discussed in 1996.  The rules do not accurately reflect current practice.  Indeed, the rules themselves do not mention
augmentations at all, and they are only mentioned in passing in the Administrative Handbook.  This only raises difficulty because there is a
body of precedent by which augmentations de facto follow modified rules of style and presumption.  The intent of this proposal is to make the
written rules consistent with actual practice.  This is accomplished by adding two new sections, VIII.7. & XI.5.  Section VIII of the rules
addresses armorial style, i.e. how various elements may be put together.  Section XI addresses presumptuous armory.

Here are the proposed rules additions from September 1996, which I once more put forward for consideration:
VIII.7. Augmentations of Honor - An augmentation of honor must be compatible with period armorial style.

An augmentation is an honor bestowed by the crown, taking the form of an addition or alteration to the honorees device.  While the
right to an augmentation is bestowed by the crown, its form is subject to the normal registration process.  Although the augmentation
must itself follow the armory rules, it may on a case by case basis break the rules in relation to the original armory.  For example,
Sable, on a chief argent a lion passant maintaining, in augmentation, an escutcheon gules charged with a cross throughout argent
is acceptable, even though it breaks RFS VIII.1.c.ii. Layer Limit.  Gules, a lion argent, and in augmentation a canton argent charged
with a tower Or is not acceptable, as the augmentation internally  breaks RFS VIII.2. Armorial Contrast.  Also, since an augmentation
is an earned honor, it may in some cases violate RFS XI.3. Marshaling or RFS XI.4. Arms of Pretense.  Arms in their augmented
form are subject to the normal rules of conflict.  If an augmentation has the appearance of being independent armory, for example a
charged escutcheon or canton, then it is independently subject to the normal rules of armorial conflict.

XI.5. Augmentations of Honor - Armory which appears to be augmented is considered presumptuous unless the right to bear an augmentation
has been properly bestowed.

Augmentations in the SCA typically, though not necessarily, take the form of a canton or an escutcheon.  Therefore, except as
augmentations a canton or single escutcheon can only be used if it is both uncharged and of a single tincture.  For example, Gules,
a canton argent is acceptable but Gules, on a canton argent an axe sable could only be registered if the submitter holds an augmentation.
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X.2. Difference of Primary Charges
The entirely new proposal is to revise rule X.2. Difference of Primary Charges.  Before describing the new proposal, a review of the history of
this rule might be enlightening.  This is one of the most important of the conflict rules, and it is certainly the most modified of all the rules.  The
original version from when the new rules were implemented ten years ago very narrowly defined simple armory.  It disallowed any secondary
charges except a chief or a bordure.  This produced a veritable happy hunting ground for conflict-mongers (including yours truly, during my
ill-spent youth).  It rapidly became apparent that a revision was necessary.  This came in 1990, allowing a group of identical secondaries in
simple armory.  The current version was adopted in 1993, providing as it does a plethora of examples and very precise definitions.

In recent months three proposals for further revisions to this rule have been presented to me.  I am combining them into one revision, but there
is no reason why they cannot be judged separately.

The first came from Zenobia Naphtali Clarion, to require only the submitted design be simple.  The current language requires both the
submission and the potential conflict be simple: Simple armory does not conflict with other simple armory if...  Rules X.4.j.ii., the only other
conflict rule with a simplicity requirement for eligibility, lacks this requirement.  (Its original version did, but it was amended in April 1994.)
This produces the somewhat disconcerting result that design [A] can be clear of design [B], yet design [B] conflicts with design [A].  On the
other hand this asymmetry actively encourages simple armory by making it easier to register.  Once one accepts such asymmetry, there is no
obvious reason to not extend it to X.2., where it will provide the same benefit.

The second proposal is a modified version of a suggestion made to me by Kenrick Burne Brigantia.  It would for very simple designs consider
a substantial difference of secondary charges sufficient difference.  For example, Argent, a fess between three clarions sable would be clear of
Argent, a fess between three lions sable.  There are both theoretical and pragmatic arguments for this change.  Theory, being near and dear to
me, comes first:

This does not seem to have been a typical cadency step.  This is not to say that changes to secondary charges were never so used, but not in such
a wholesale fashion.  The change from Argent, a fess between three clarions sable to Argent, a fess between two clarions and a lion sable is a
plausible cadency step, but not the complete abandonment of the existing secondaries.  We traditionally grant pride of place to the primary
group, but we should remember that the definitions of primary and secondary groups is an SCA invention.  While it is often a very useful
distinction, we should not let it place blinders on our thinking.  The typical pattern of differencing seems to be that the Argent, a fess between
three clarions sable family would likely consider the clarions the interesting and distinctive charge.  Alternatively, the base coat might have
been Argent, a fess sable with the clarions added by a later generation for difference.  Some other differenced version of the base coat would
be equally likely, such as Argent, on a fess sable three plates or Argent, a fess between three garbs sable or Or, a fess sable.  Just as these
cadenced versions do not conflict with one another, neither should those with substantially different secondaries.

The pragmatic argument is that this will strongly encourage good style and will open up a large amount of heraldic space at low cost.  As things
stand, they hypothetical registration of Argent, a fess between three clarions sable precludes any further registrations of Argent, a fess between
three [charges] sable.  The current options to work around this often resort to unlikely arrangement such a Argent, a fess and in a base a
[charge] or simply to cram a bunch of other stuff into the design.  (When in doubt, add a bordure!)  The cost is low, because as a practical
matter the SCA owner of Argent, a fess between three clarions sable is likely to be at least as emotionally connected to the clarions as to the
fess, and is therefore unlikely to be offended by a fess between three widgets.

For purposes of this discussion I am restricting such an allowance to instances where there is only a central ordinary and a secondary group of
identical charges.  There are less restrictive versions of the idea, such as allowing any type of primary charge or allowing additional charges
such as a tertiary or peripheral group.  I will be interested in opinions of what is the appropriate standard and why.

The third proposal comes to me from Alan Fairfax Rouge Scarpe.  It is not intended to substantively alter the rule at all, but rather to change
how it is presented.  Fairfax has for some time been unhappy with the current presentation of the definition of simple armory.  It is non-intuitive,
difficult to remember, and difficult to parse.  It is my personal experience that for any but the most straightforward questions I have to refer to
the text and take great care to sort out when a group can be charged, when it needs to be identical, and so forth.  The current wording is
extremely precise, but not at all user friendly.  This makes it a barrier to the junior herald attempting to master the rules.  Fairfax has been
searching for a more intuitive statement of the rule and has come up with one which I think hits the mark: Simple armory is (for purposes of
X.2.) that which has no more than two types of charge directly on the field.

This can best be illustrated by taking examples from the current rule and analyzing them under this restatement.  Or, three lozenges vert, each
charged with a mullet argent is simple under the current rule because it is eligible for X.2.a., with only a group of identical primaries.  The
tertiaries do not make this non-simple because charge is defined to apply to both charged and uncharged charges.  Under the restatement it is
simple because it has no more than two types of charge directly on the field.  Per chevron gules and argent, two escallops and a roundel
counterchanged is also simple under the current rules.  It is ineligible for X.2.a. because it has a group of non-identical primary charges, but it
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is eligible under X.2.b. because it has only a group of uncharged primaries, which need not be identical.  Under the restatement it is simple
because it has no more than two types of charge directly on the field.  Gules, a fess argent charged with three mullets azure, all between three
billets argent, each charged with a lozenge azure is ineligible for X.2.a. or X.2.b. by virtue of having a secondary group, but because both the
primary and the secondary groups are of identical charges it is simple under X.2.c.  At the risk of sounding like a broken record, it is simple
under the restatement because it has no more than two types of charge directly on the field.

Looking at a non-simple coat, Vert, two mullets and a clarion argent within a bordure Or semy-de-lys sable is non-simple under the current
rule because ti has secondary charges, making it ineligible for X.2.a or X.2.b., and more than one secondary group, making it ineligible for
X.2.c.  Under the restatement it is non-simple because it has three types of charge (mullet, clarion, bordure) directly on the field.

This is certainly a vast improvement in use-friendliness.  It states in one line a principle which is easy to grasp and easy to remember.  Does it,
however, accurately restate the current standard?  This is what impresses me the most.  I see only two situations in which it diverges.

One is with overall charges.  The current rule by implication does not permit overall charges in simple armory.  The restatement by implication
does, since the rules treat overall charges differently than charged directly on the field.  (See, for example, rules X.4.b. and X.4.c.)  There are
three approaches to dealing with this.  We can explicitly define designs with overall charges to be non-simple, we can count them for purposes
of this rule as if they were directly on the field, or we can by implication consider them irrelevant to the simplicity of the device.  For purposes
of discussion I wrote in the middle proposal, but I dont have a strong opinion about this.

The only unavoidable divergence from the status quo is the situation of a charged dissimilar primary group.  To illustrate, Argent, two roundel
and a delf sable, each charged with a fleur-de-lys Or is not simple by the current X.2.b., but would be under the restatement.  This seems to me
a small price to pay for such a simplification of a difficult rule.

Putting these three proposals together, here is a draft version of the proposed revised rule.  In light of the second of the three proposed changes
the current name of Difference of Primary Charges is no longer appropriate, hence the new name.  I am also putting the current rule at the end
of this letter for the readers convenience.  Note that the revised version is about two-thirds the length of the current rule, even with provisions
added for the new concepts.  I believe that this is the first time that a serious rules proposal would result in less rather than more verbiage.

X.2. Substantially Different Charges - Simple armory does not conflict with protected armory if the type of every primary charge is
substantially changed.  If the submitted armory is simple, any primary charges are central ordinaries, and there are no tertiary
charges, then it does not conflict with protected armory if the type of every secondary or overall charge is substantially changed.
Only the new submission is required to be a simple case in order to benefit from this rule.

These types of changes were normally seen between complete strangers in blood, and were not usually used to
indicate any form of cadency.  For purposes of this rule, simple armory is defined as armory that has no more than two
types of charge directly on the field or overall.

The following examples are simple, with at most two types of charge on the field: Argent, a fess sable.  Sable,
three lions Or.  Vert, two eagles and a maunch argent.  Vair, a bordure gules.  Per pale gules and argent, a fess between
three lozenges counterchanged.  Or, on a chevron between three clarions gules, three garbs argent.  Argent, a dragon
sable, overall on a bend gules three plates.  Purpure, on a pale dancetty within a bordure semy-de-lys argent, a millrind
sable between two roses gules.

The following examples are all non-simple, with more than two types of charges on the field: Argent, a fess
between two lions and a lozenge azure.  Vert, a chevron between three swords, a bordure Or.  Gules, a bend between two
roundels argent, overall a lion Or.  Per bend argent and sable, a bend gules between a tree and a cross crosslet
counterchanged.

Argent, a fess sable does not conflict with Argent, a lion sable.  Vert, two eagles and a maunch argent does not
conflict with Vert, three lozenges argent.  Azure, a fess between three cups Or does not conflict with Azure, a chevron
between three cups Or.  Argent, a dragon sable, overall a bend gules does not conflict with Argent, a sun sable, overall a
bend gules.  In each case the designs are simple and the type of every primary charge has been substantially changed.

Per chevron gules and argent, three oak trees counterchanged does conflict with Per chevron gules and argent,
three fir trees counterchanged, because the type of charge has not been substantially changed; they both conflict with Per
chevron gules and argent, two mullets and a fir tree counterchanged because not all of the charges have been substantially
changed.  Vert, two mullets and a clarion argent within a bordure Or conflicts with Vert, three gauntlets argent within a
bordure Or if the first design is the one being submitted, because it is not simple with three different types of charge on the
field.  If the second design were the one being submitted it would be clear, since only the submitted design must be simple
for this rule to apply.

Or, a fess gules between three fleurs-de-lys sable does not conflict with Or, a fess gules between three crescents
sable.  Vair, a bordure gules does not conflict with Vair, a chief gules.  Both cases are simple, the primary charges (if any)
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are central ordinaries, there are no tertiary charges, and every secondary charge is substantially different.

Finally, a few notes on the sort of commentary I am looking for.  Of these three changes, only the second (sufficient different from secondary
charges) is really subject to period evidence one way or the other.  Any such evidence presented will carry great weight.  The third proposal
(restatement of simplicity) is based on the assumption that we want to minimize any change in the end result of what is and is not simple.  I will
be greatly interested in any flaws in my analysis of this.  For any of these proposal, a statement of support or opposition is best followed by an
explanation of reasons.  The more detailed and fact-based these reasons are, the greater weight they will be given.

Here, for purposes of comparison, is the current text of X.2.:
2. Difference of Primary Charges -- Simple armory does not conflict with other simple armory if the type of every primary charge is

substantially changed.
This type of change was normally seen between complete strangers in blood, and wasn’t usually used to indicate any form
of cadency.  For the purposes of this Rule, simple armory is defined by the following clauses.  The word charge refers to
both charged and uncharged charges unless it is specifically qualified; a group of charges may contain one or more
charges.

a. Armory that has only a primary group of identical charges is simple armory.
Argent, a fess sable does not conflict with Argent, a lion rampant sable.  Gules, on a pale argent three roses
proper does not conflict with Gules, on a bend argent three roses proper.  Or, three lozenges vert, each charged
with a mullet argent does not conflict with Or, three billets vert, each charged with a mullet argent.  Sable, a
chevron Or does conflict with Sable, a chevron embattled Or, because the type of the primary charge group has
not been substantially changed.

b. Armory that has only a group of uncharged primary charges is simple armory.
Per chevron gules and argent, three mullets counterchanged does not conflict with Per chevron gules and
argent, two escallops and a roundel counterchanged.  Azure, three maunches argent, each charged with a rose
gules does conflict with azure, two escallops and a heart argent, each charged with a rose gules, because the
primary charges of the latter armory are neither identical nor uncharged.  Per chevron gules and argent, three
oak trees counterchanged does conflict with Per chevron gules and argent, three fir trees counterchanged,
because the type of charge has not been substantially changed; it conflicts with Per chevron gules and argent,
two mullets and a fir tree counterchanged because not all of the charges have been substantially changed.

c. Armory that has only a primary group if identical charges, accompanied only by a secondary group of identical charges, is
simple armory.

Each of the following armories is simple:  Argent, a chevron between three wolf’s heads erased sable; Sable bezanty, three millrinds argent;
Gules, a saltire between in fess two open scrolls argent, each charged with a pen sable; Vert, three gauntlets argent within a bordure Or
semy-de-lys vert; Argent, a rose azure between flaunches gules; and Argent, a greyhound courant and on a chief azure, a fleur-de-lys between
two pheons argent.  Gules, a fess argent charged with three mullets azure, all between three billets argent, each charged with a lozenge azure
does not conflict with Gules, a chevron argent charged with three mullets azure, all between three billets argent, each charged with a lozenge
azure, since both armories are simple.  However, Vert, three gauntlets argent within a bordure Or semy-de-lys sable does conflict with Vert,
two mullets and a clarion argent within a bordure Or semy-de-lys sable, because the latter is not simple: its primary charges are not identical.
And Argent, a chevron between three wolf’s heads erased sable, a chief gules does conflict with Argent, a fess between three wolf’s heads
erased sable, a chief gules, because neither armory is simple: the primary charge is accompanied by two groups of secondary charges.
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KNOWNE  WORLD  HERALDIC  SYMPOSIUM  2000
June 23-25, 2000

The Incipient Canton of Westgate, in the Barony of Stargate, Ansteorra,
 is pleased to host the year 2000 heraldic and scribal symposium in Houston, Texas.

Site:    The site is Rice University, a historic institution located in the heart of the city, near shopping and
the museum district.   In an effort to minimize costs following last year’s European trip, attendees may
reside in the gothic designed dormitory buildings, with classes and workshops on campus.   Bed prices are
$16 per person per night, with linen service available for a small fee.  Each room houses two people, on
extended length twin beds, with bathrooms shared between suites of four to eight people.

Site will open at noon, Friday, June 23, 2000 at the dorm commons hall, and close at 2 pm on Sunday, June
25, 2000.   Site fee will be $15 per person.    Dorm cafeteria meal tickets are available for purchase at
reasonable prices.   A Saturday evening feast is being coordinated, fees and details will follow later.

Transportation:  Houston has two major airports, Bush Intercontinental and Hobby Airport.   Hobby is a
bit closer to the site, while Bush has more flight schedules.  Express Shuttle services will transport, for a
fee, from either airport to a nearby hotel.   Event staff will pick up attendees and transport them to the
campus, one mile away.    Continental Airlines, based in Houston, can provide an additional discount on
your ticket price, through their MeetingWorks, use Reference number: LDYZYL, “SCA Heraldry.”

Schedule:
Friday  6/23 – museum tours and shopping

Dinner break
Opening greeting
Evening Mixer 

Saturday 6/24 – Breakfast
Classes begin 9am
Lunch break
Classes continue till 5 or 6pm
Dinner break and Court
Evening Social

Sunday 6/25 - College of Arms meeting
College of Scribes meeting
Lunch break, Closing farewell

Activities:
West University Village shopping
Nearby Museum district

Print Museum of Houston
Fine Arts Museum
Natural History Museum

Heraldic/Scribal Games
Scribal display room
Lounge room with TV and videos
Merchants Row of Heraldic, Scribal
       and SCA related goods

Classes:  Five classrooms will be available in subject tracts of Onomastics, Heraldic Devices, Heraldic
Administration, Calligraphy and Illumination.  Please contact the Autocrat with your class proposal and
contact information if you wish to teach.

Event proceedings:  The populace at large may submit articles to be considered for inclusion in the
Heraldic and Scribal Proceedings booklet.  Articles, artwork and research papers may be sent to the
Autocrat; please include a signed release form.  Article in hardcopy and d iskette preferred.

Details on pre-registrations and dorm reservations will be in a following event announcement.
Checks will be made payable to “SCA, Inc., the Canton of Westgate.”

Autocrat:  Baroness Hillary Rose Greenslade  (Marsha Greene) 16831 Macleish, Houston, TX.  77084
(281) 855-9447  CST         marsha.greene@mpan.com
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